A local multireference singles and doubles configuration interaction method in which Cholesky vectors are used in place of conventional two-electron integrals has been developed ͑CD-LMRSDCI͒. To reduce the overall cost associated with our linear scaling LMRSDCI method presented earlier ͓T. S. Chwee et al., J. Chem. Phys. 128, 224106 ͑2008͔͒, we adopt a two-pronged approach. First, localized orthogonal virtual orbitals, introduced by Subotnik et al. ͓J. Chem. Phys. 123, 114108 ͑2005͔͒, are substituted for nonorthogonal projected atomic orbitals. This obviates the need for contraction with overlap matrices and simplifies our working formalism. In addition, we restructure the rate-limiting step of our LMRSDCI algorithm to be driven by the search for two-electron integrals instead of configuration state functions. The shift necessitates a flexible way of processing the four-indexed two-electron integrals, which is facilitated by use of two-indexed Cholesky vectors. Our restructured LMRSDCI method is an order of magnitude faster and has greatly reduced storage requirements so that we are able to apply it to molecules containing up to 50 heavy atoms. However, generation of the Cholesky vectors and their subsequent transformation to the molecular orbital ͑MO͒ basis is not linear scaling. Together with assembling the MO integrals from the Cholesky vectors, these now constitute the rate-limiting steps in our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the prevalent use of ab initio electronic structure methods, such as Møller-Plesset perturbation and coupled cluster ͑CC͒ theories, configuration interaction ͑CI͒ remains one of the most flexible and accurate methods for describing electron correlation in atoms and molecules. Full CI ͑FCI͒ calculations provide the benchmarks for these other techniques. However, the associated O͑N!͒ scaling renders FCI inaccessible to all but very small molecules. This prohibitive algorithmic scaling is typically reduced by truncating the CI expansion at second order, as justified by the presence of at most two-body operators in the Hamiltonian. The most accurate version of truncated second order CI is multireference singles and doubles CI ͑MRSDCI͒, but in its conventional form it still scales very poorly ͓O͑N 6 ͔͒ and furthermore requires modifications to retain size extensivity.
1-10 Although multireference CC methods are under active development, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] MRSDCI is generally the ab initio technique of choice for molecules and phenomena exhibiting near degeneracies or open-shell character, such as transition metal complexes and breaking/forming chemical bonds.
In order to apply MRSDCI to ever larger molecules, the overall scaling and cost must be reduced. This is possible by mapping conventional MRSDCI onto a local correlation framework whereby localized orbitals are used to span the occupied and virtual subspaces of a molecule. By exploiting locality, cutoff thresholds can be applied to reduce the overall computational overhead. The incorporation of local correlation treatments into MRSDCI ͑LMRSDCI͒ was described in earlier work [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and is briefly summarized here.
The effective dimension of the CI expansion in the basis of N-electron configuration state functions ͑CSFs͒/ determinants can be reduced by exploiting the short-ranged nature of electron correlation effects, as pioneered by Saebo and Pulay ͑SP͒. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] SP's weak pairs ͑WP͒ approximation 30 exploits the observation that the motion of two electrons occupying spatially distant orbitals is only weakly correlated. As such, configurations involving simultaneous excitations out of spatially well-separated occupied orbitals are not retained in the CI expansion within the WP approximation.
Here excitations to the full virtual space are used to correlate those electron pairs deemed nonweak. Substantially greater savings is achieved by using SP's truncation of virtuals ͑TOV͒ approximation, 30 in which they recognized that the best correlating orbitals for a specified occupied orbital are spatially close to it. As such, one can define prior to a CI calculation a set of correlating orbitals for each occupied orbital. Only excitations to this truncated virtual space are allowed. Taken together, the WP and TOV approximations ensure that the total number of correlated electron pairs will increase in a linear fashion asymptotically, while their associated virtual domain will have a constant value for some preset threshold. Consequently, the total number of CSFs included in the CI expansion will scale linearly with system size while CI Hamiltonian matrix elements ͓consisting largely of two-electron repulsion integrals ͑ERIs͔͒ 36, 37 involving CSFs that do not satisfy the WP/TOV approximations will be excluded. When local truncations are used in conjunction with integral prescreening techniques, [38] [39] [40] [41] the number of required ERIs can be made to scale in a linear fashion. For example, Schütz and Werner 39 used the prescreening test quantity Thr AO , defined in Eq. ͑1͒ for leaving out numerically small integrals ͑ ͉ ͒ prior to their evaluation and subsequent transformation to the MO basis,
D max is computed by taking the maximum product of localized molecular orbital coefficients of the respective basis functions and . The domain P is further limited by the WP approximation to include only orbitals i and j, which are in close proximity and as such D max will be sparse when a localized basis is used.
In our previous work on linear scaling LMRSDCI, 29 occupied orbitals of the internal space were localized using the Pipek-Mezey functional 42 while the virtual ͑external͒ space was spanned by localized, nonorthogonal projected atomic orbitals ͑PAOs͒. 30 By applying local truncation approximations in tandem with integral screening to weed out numerically small integrals, we were able to achieve O͑N͒ scaling for the rate limiting step in our calculations. However, the large associated prefactor restricted the application of our method to systems with no more than 25 heavy atoms. The aim of the present work is to reduce the prefactor and thus extend the reach of our method towards larger molecules.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. First, the necessary background on CI within a local correlation framework is given to point out existing computational bottlenecks. This is followed by a detailed description of the restructuring of our previous LMRSDCI implementation to work with orthonormal virtual orbitals and a CSF-driven algorithm employing Cholesky vectors to efficiently process two-electron integrals in noncanonical order on demand. The accuracy and performance of our restructured Cholesky decomposition ͑CD͒-LMRSDCI method are summarized in the results section, while the final section provides concluding remarks.
II. THEORY

A. CI
The method of CI recovers electron correlation by expanding the exact wave function in the basis of N-electron CSFs, which are spin-adapted linear combinations of antisymmetrized products of some chosen one-particle basis. A series of such configurations may be generated by promoting electrons from occupied to unoccupied orbitals in the reference configurations. Unfortunately, the length of the CI expansion grows very quickly and diagonalization of the CI matrix in the basis of these CSFs becomes computationally prohibitive except for very small systems. A more tractable approach involves retaining only configurations generated from the reference configurations via single and double excitations, i.e., the MRSDCI expansion given below 43, 44 
where ͕⌿ R ͖ contains the set of reference configurations while ͕⌿ i a ͖ and ͕⌿ ij ab ͖ are singly and doubly excited configurations generated by promoting electrons in the reference configurations from internal orbitals ͕i , j͖ to external orbitals ͕a , b͖, respectively.
Given that the Hamiltonian has only one-and two-body operators, in an orthonormal basis, only configurations that differ from the reference configurations by at most double excitations will have nonzero matrix elements, so truncation at MRSDCI recovers the majority of the electron correlation.
The matrix formulation of the MRSDCI method requires large matrix diagonalizations to solve the eigenvalue problem HC = EC. In spite of a truncated CI expansion, the total number of terms may amount to billions, even for modestly sized systems. Standard methods for diagonalizing symmetric N ϫ N matrices typically scale as O͑N 3 ͒ and are therefore ill suited, since the storage and computational time requirements would overwhelm current computational capacities. Instead, the Davidson diagonalization algorithm 45 is routinely used for this purpose, whereby a trial CI vector C k ͑kth iteration͒, containing approximate CI expansion coefficients, is updated via the correction vector
Here H ij represents the CI Hamiltonian matrix element between CSFs i and j, consisting primarily of two-electron integrals while C j is the expansion coefficient of CSF j in the CI vector. k is the Hamiltonian matrix-CI vector product and E k refers to the approximate eigenvalue in the kth iteration. It is possible to avoid the explicit construction and storage of the CI Hamiltonian matrix since the corresponding matrix elements can be generated from required one/twoelectron integrals and coupling coefficients ͑this is known as "direct CI"͒. 46 Due to the excessive length of the CI expansion, the vector is computed piecewise by matrix multiplication between matching portions of the Hamiltonian matrix and the CI vector. In practice, this further translates into matching the two-electron integrals/coupling coefficients with the appropriate components of the CI vector ͑expansion coefficients of each CSF͒. Constructing the vector in Eq. ͑3͒ is the centerpiece of the Davidson diagonalization algorithm and is routinely the most expensive step in a conventional MRSDCI calculation.
B. LMRSDCI
Local correlation approximations can be used to reduce the overall cost of MRSDCI and most other post-HartreeFock ͑HF͒ methods. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] 39, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] In particular, the effective dimensions of both the Hamiltonian matrix and CI vector can be reduced via local truncation when a localized basis is chosen to span the occupied and virtual subspace of a molecule.
While the localization of virtual orbitals is fraught with difficulties, various schemes to localize occupied orbitals are available. 42, [60] [61] [62] In our previous work, the virtual subspace was spanned by PAOs, formed by projecting the occupied space out of the AO basis. Despite the localized nature of the PAOs, they constitute a nonorthogonal set. As such, they complicate the MRSDCI formalism due to extra contractions with overlap matrices, e.g., as shown in Eq. ͑4͒, for the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ contribution to the vector
where
Here ͕i, j, k, and l͖ and ͕p, q, r, and s͖ refer to internal and external ͑nonorthogonal͒ orbitals, respectively. and refer to CSFs involving double excitations to a common virtual domain from orbitals ͕i , k͖ and ͕j , l͖, respectively, that are occupied in the reference configuration. A is the coupling coefficient while the matrix S contains overlap integrals involving the set of external orbitals in the common virtual domain.
As seen in Fig. 1 , constructing the portion of the vector in Eq. ͑4͒ that uses the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals constitutes the rate limiting step in our previous LMRSDCI algorithm, where other integral classes are shown alongside for comparison.
Thus reducing the overall cost of the calculation requires a decrease in the computational overhead associated with Eq. ͑4͒. In the present work, we achieve this via two major changes to our scheme. First, by replacing the nonorthogonal PAOs with localized orthogonal virtual orbitals ͑LOVOs͒, we eliminate the need to contract integrals with overlap matrices and reduce the scaling prefactor accordingly. In particular, in an orthogonal basis Eq. ͑4͒ simplifies to
where now ͕rЈ , sЈ͖ are orthogonalized, external orbitals in the common virtual domain of and . This simplification in sigma vector construction occurs for many integral classes containing internal orbital indices. 28, 29 Subotnik et al. 63 recently outlined how to generate such LOVOs for the purpose of electron correlation treatment within a local correlation setting, which we exploit fruitfully here.
Second, our previous integral-driven approach to vector construction used a disproportionately large amount of time ͑e.g., more than 90% for C 25 H 52 , the largest molecule considered͒ to search for the CSFs and that match up with a given ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integral. Our restructured scheme for constructing the vector is instead driven by the search for the correct ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integral given a pair of CSFs, and . In a configuration-driven setting, the burden rests on retrieving the correct ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integral given matching CSFs and . This shift from retrieval of the correct CSFs in the previous algorithm to retrieval of the correct integrals in the new algorithm requires a flexible way to process the four-indexed ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals since they will not be accessed in canonical order. To facilitate this, here we replace conventional fourindexed ERIs with two-indexed Cholesky vectors which permit us to build up the required ͑ij ͉ kl͒ directly via the corresponding Cholesky vectors. [64] [65] [66] In our current implementation, the migration from an integral-driven approach to the configuration-driven approach is only done for the sigma vector components containing the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals, as they formed the bottleneck of our previous algorithm. Changes to the algorithm are summarized in pseudocodes provided in the Appendix. Construction of all other parts of the sigma vector is still calculated using the original integral-driven algorithm since those operations are not rate limiting. However, a Cholesky vector representation is adopted for all ERIs, which reduces overall storage requirements. This also simplifies our overall formalism by eliminating the use of test densities and CauchySchwarz inequalities to prescreen the ERIs. LOVOs are used throughout to span the virtual space to simplify our working formalism, as discussed above.
C. Cholesky vectors
Representation of two-electron integrals by Cholesky vectors has been analyzed by various authors. [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] Incomplete CD of the two-electron integral matrix, V, exploits the inherent linear dependence of basis sets used in electronic structure calculations and permits a more compact representation of four-indexed ERIs in terms of easier-to-process two-indexed Cholesky vectors as
where m indexes the elements in the Cholesky vector L of dimension n in the atomic orbital ͑AO͒ basis. In our work, the construction of the Cholesky vectors begins by calculating the diagonal elements in V using conventional means to calculate the ERIs and sorting them into descending order. Then the steps shown in Eqs. ͑8a͒-͑8c͒ are carried out, whereby for clarity, ͕i, j, and k͖ are temporarily used in place of compound indices ͕͖. Thus, the ERI ͑ ͉ ͒ is represented by V ij and is equivalent to V . Starting with i = 1, i.e., for the largest diagonal element we set
Then, for each i,
where N is the last index. The required column of ERIs, V ij , is calculated on-the-fly using conventional means. In the following step, the remaining diagonal elements, V jj , are updated according to
and Eqs. ͑8a͒-͑8c͒ are repeated with the subsequent i. Applying complete CD to the positive semidefinite ERI matrix represents additional work on top of evaluating the ERIs and presents no opportunities for overall reduction in computational effort. However, if CD is terminated after a preset decomposition threshold is reached ͑i.e., when the largest remaining diagonal element, V ii , is smaller than the decomposition threshold͒, all fully formed Cholesky vectors are accurate to within machine precision while the remaining vectors incur an error no larger than the preset threshold. 66 A related issue is that a numerically stable algorithm requires pivoting among the diagonal elements such that the largest V ii is used to start every cycle of Eqs. ͑8a͒-͑8c͒. The final number of Cholesky vectors may be controlled prior to the start of CD by leaving out columns of integrals in the twoelectron integral matrix if their diagonal value falls below a threshold. In our work, we used a diagonal screening threshold of 1.0d-9, which is an order of magnitude below the lowest decomposition threshold, to ensure numerical stability during CD. Other than this prescreening of diagonal elements, no other numerical screening of ERIs was carried out. The maximum rank of the largest Cholesky vector is similarly determined by the CD threshold. When appropriate thresholds are applied to CD, significant savings in computational effort relative to conventional evaluation of twoelectron integrals can be realized. Our implementation of the CD essentially follows Ref. 68 . Similar to the transformation of two-electron integrals calculated in the AO basis, the Cholesky vectors also have to be transformed stepwise to the MO basis,
L m and T ij m are Cholesky vector elements in the AO and MO basis, respectively, while T i m is an intermediate quantity between the two steps. C i refers to the MO coefficient of basis function in orbital i. This transformation is a less cumbersome procedure relative to the conventional, stepped fourindexed transformation of ERIs. Use of Cholesky vectors engenders an increased flexibility in the processing of ERIs as they may be generated from the stored Cholesky vectors via
A flexible ERI construction is precisely what we desire since our rearranged algorithm with a configuration-driven vector update places the computational burden on the procedure to retrieve the correct integrals, once the corresponding partner CSFs are built. To further reduce computation time, the newly assembled ERIs are stored on disk for retrieval in subsequent passes instead of being rebuilt each iteration via the Cholesky vectors. Storage of these ERIs on disk is done not just for the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals but for all MO ERIs with values above the screening threshold of 1.0d-9, as described in our earlier work. 29 Despite the tandem storage of the final MO ERIs along with the Cholesky vectors, there is nevertheless a reduction of secondary storage required compared to using regular ERIs. The relative savings are derived from the stepwise transformation of ERIs from the AO to the MO basis whereby the number of Cholesky intermediates ͑two-indexed͒ is substantially smaller than the number of partially transformed ERIs in the conventional form ͑four-indexed͒.
By making these three changes ͑using LOVOs, converting our algorithm involving construction of the vector portions that use ͑ij ͉ kl͒ type integrals from integral-driven to CSF-driven, and consequently using Cholesky vectors for all ERIs͒, we are able to speed up the rate-limiting step of our algorithm by more than two orders of magnitude compared to our previous implementation. This speedup, coupled with reduced integral storage, makes it possible to apply our new method to much larger molecules. However, the CD is done over the entire molecule to retain accuracy and as such it does not scale linearly. As a result, our restructured code scales between O͑N 2 ͒ and O͑N 3 ͒, but with a much smaller prefactor so as to make MRSDCI calculations on much larger molecules possible for the first time. Further computational savings is possible with the recently introduced atomic CD scheme to approximate ERIs. [71] [72] [73] [74] Investigations on the reduction in computational effort and its attendant accuracy limitations when applied to our LMRSDCI method are currently underway.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For our benchmark calculations, we used a series of linear hydrocarbon chains C n H 2n+2 ͑n=3-50͒ that were structurally optimized at the HF/ 6-31G
‫ءء‬ level with a constrained "linear," staggered backbone motif. While larger hydrocar-bons actually prefer a more globular structure to maximize dispersion interactions, this will result in variations in the correlating domain for occupied orbitals which are unrelated to our local correlation studies. A few other chemically varied systems were also included to show the effects of electrons, heteroatoms, and electron delocalization on the performance of our LMRSDCI method. In addition, an MRSDCI calculation on trans-2-dodecene, C 12 H 24 , was carried out to verify accuracy in the multireference case. The reference wave function for the latter case was generated from a preceding complete active space self-consistent-field ͑CASSCF͒ calculation using a 6-31G
‫ءء‬ basis set. The active space consists of the , ‫ء‬ , , and ‫ء‬ orbitals ͑four electrons in four orbitals, denoted 4e/4o͒. All HF and CASSCF wave functions were generated using the MOLCAS 6.4 quantum chemistry package. 75 In the subsequent LMRSDCI calculations, orbital domains ͑corresponding to "spheres" and "cylinders"͒ are assigned to each localized orbital before applying local truncations. The procedure for generating these orbital domains was described previously. 28 All single and double excitations out of all occupied orbitals, subject to local truncations, are allowed, i.e., we do not employ a frozen core approximation, although our code is set up to do so.
For numerical stability during CD, full pivoting was employed. The total number of Cholesky vectors was controlled by prescreening the diagonal elements using a threshold of 1.0d-9 while the maximum numerical rank of the set of Cholesky vectors was controlled by the CD threshold of 1.0d-7.
IV. RESULTS
A. CD of two-electron integral matrix
Incomplete CD was performed on the two-electron integral matrix corresponding to the test system of C n H 2n+2 ͑n=3-50͒ using a 6-31G ‫ءء‬ basis set. As discussed above, the total number of Cholesky vectors was determined prior to commencement of the CD via screening precalculated diagonal elements in the ERI matrix. Entire columns of twoelectron integrals containing the diagonal element were left out if the latter fell below the preset threshold of 1.0d-9. Furthermore, the diagonal elements were updated with the completion of each Cholesky vector and the CD was stopped once the largest remaining diagonal element in the partially decomposed two-electron integral matrix fell below the CD threshold. In this way, the CD threshold determines the maximum rank of the largest Cholesky vector. Figure 2 reveals that the total number of Cholesky vectors and the number of elements in the largest Cholesky vector each scale linearly with system size, leading to an overall O͑N 2 ͒ scaling in the total number of stored data elements in the Choleskydecomposed ERI matrix.
We illustrate the savings due to a Cholesky vector representation of ERIs in Table I . The reduction in the number of stored data elements ͑for conventional two-electron integrals, these are the explicit numerical values of each electron integral while in the Cholesky vector representation, these refer to the elements of each Cholesky vector͒ is progressively pronounced as we go to larger systems, with Ͼ95% of the storage requirement removed by using a CD, even for a molecule with only 12 heavy atoms. Further savings could be derived by storing only numerically significant components of each Cholesky vector. However, this would have required a supporting auxiliary vector to keep track of indices and we have not implemented this in our present work. TABLE I. Savings in storage of data elements in the ERI matrix when using a Cholesky vector representation for the two-electron integrals within a 6-31G
‫ءء‬ basis set. a denotes the total number of data elements in the Cholesky-decomposed integral matrix using a CD threshold of 1.0d-7. b denotes the total number of unique two-electron integrals-approximated as ͓N ‫ء‬ ͑N+1͒ / 2͔, where N is defined as bf ‫ء‬ ͑bf+ 1͒ / 2 and bf refers to the number of contracted Gaussian basis functions. c denotes the percentage of stored data elements in ͑a͒ with respect to unique two-electron integrals.
C n H 2n+2 a b c = ͓a / b͔ ϫ 100% ͑n=3-50͒ using a 6-31G ‫ءء‬ basis set. The CD threshold was set to 1.0d-7 while the screening threshold for the diagonal elements was set to 1.0d-9.
FIG. 3. Total CPU time for CD of the AO two-electron integrals and transformation of the Cholesky vectors to an MO basis for linear alkanes C n H 2n+2 within a 6-31G
‫ءء‬ basis set.
While full CD is inherently O͑N 3 ͒, the effective numerical rank of the two-electron integral matrix is reduced via the CD decomposition threshold. As such, the cubic scaling of full CD is not explicitly manifested. The subsequent transformation of the Cholesky vectors from the AO to the MO basis involves contraction over two AO indices instead of the usual four when using conventional ERIs. In our work, the transformation is broken down into two half steps Eq. ͑8d͒ and represents substantial simplification and savings in coding, storage, and computation time. The effective scaling of both the evaluation and transformation of the Cholesky vectors to the MO basis lies between O͑N 2 ͒ and O͑N 3 ͒ and the total central processing unit ͑CPU͒ time taken for both procedures are summarized in Fig. 3 .
B. Accuracy of Cholesky vectors
In Tables II-IV , we examine several aspects of using a Cholesky vector representation for the two-electron integrals in our local correlation work. SDCI calculations were performed for the series of linear alkane chains, C n H 2n+2 ͑Table III͒ and other more chemically varied species ͑Table IV͒. The latter includes hex-3-ene, hex-3-yne, cytosine, 1,1,1-trifluorobutane, and phenol, along with an LMRSDCI example for trans-6-dodecene ͑C 12 H 24 ͒, which represents the largest system that our implementation of nonlocal MRSDCI ͑exact MRSDCI, i.e., with no screening or local correlation approximations͒ can handle.
The effects of using different CD thresholds on the converged total energies are summarized in Table II . When a strict CD threshold of 1.0d-12 is applied, total energies from CD-͑MR͒SDCI calculations are identical to regular ͑MR͒S-DCI runs. We find that a CD threshold of 1.0d-7 is sufficient to retain accuracy at the 5 H level for the CD-SDCI calculations while the CD-MRSDCI result shows a deviation of less than 40 H.
In Table III , the Cholesky vectors are used in conjunction with LOVOs within a local correlation framework ͑CD-LSDCI͒ to study linear alkane chains. We find that up to 98.5% of the correlation energy with respect to nonlocal, non-CD SDCI can be recovered. Selected molecules containing electrons, moderate electron delocalization, and heteroatoms are included in Table IV . Extensively delocalized systems will require more centers to be included in the local correlation domains while the choice of a common basis type to treat heteroatoms ͑N, O, and F͒ containing more electrons than C is expected to lower the proportion of correlation energy recovered relative to exact SDCI. In all cases, at least 98.0% of the SDCI correlation energy was recovered. The least correlation energy recovery was obtained for cytosine ͑C 4 H 5 N 3 O͒, which is indicative of the challenges associated with the combined effects of electron delocalization and heteroatoms. 
C. vector construction in CD-LSDCI
The construction of the vector during the Davidson diagonalization is organized as follows. In the first step, twoelectron integrals in the MO basis belonging to different classes are assembled from the transformed Cholesky vectors and stored on disk. The ERIs were segregated into ͑ij ͉ kl͒, ͑ij ͉ ka͒, ͑ij ͉ ab͒, ͑ia ͉ bc͒, and ͑ab ͉ cd͒ classes where ͕i, j, k, and l͖ refer to internal orbitals while ͕a, b, c, and d͖ denote external orbitals ͑the LOVOs͒. In each case, only twoelectron integrals which pass the screening threshold of 1.0d-9 were stored or used to construct the relevant portions of the vector. For the vector components utilizing the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals, the configuration-driven approach outlined earlier is used, while the other components are calculated with the original integral-driven algorithm. Figure 4 shows the total CPU time associated with constructing the vector for three representative integral classes ͑ij ͉ kl͒, ͑ij ͉ ab͒, and ͑ab ͉ cd͒.
Significantly, the previous bottleneck ͑see Fig. 1͒ associated with calculating the portion of the sigma vector involving the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals has disappeared and we observe a speedup of more than 100 times ͑for C 25 H 52 ͒ for the previously rate limiting step. The switch to a configurationdriven scheme for constructing the vector portion that utilizes the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals is largely responsible for the major reduction in computational overhead, although the speedup is further enhanced by the use of LOVOs. We found that the reduction in time due to use of the latter is about 10% in the best case scenario.
Instead, the new bottleneck involves assembling the MO integrals from the Cholesky vectors in the first step, prior to vector construction. As the total number and maximum rank of each Cholesky vector scales with system size, leading to an overall O͑N 2-3 ͒ scaling in computational effort, the cost of assembling the integrals will tend to dominate at larger system size. The cost for assembling the ͑ij ͉ ka͒ integrals from the Cholesky vectors ͑not shown in Fig. 4͒ is less than twice the cost of assembling the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals for the largest molecule considered ͑C 50 H 102 ͒, and therefore does not constitute a rate-limiting step.
The total CPU time for our current method utilizing Cholesky vectors ͑CD-LMRSDCI͒ is compared against our previous implementation in Fig. 5 . The reduction in time is especially significant for the lower members of the alkane series, while the cost of CD/transformation of Cholesky vectors and assembling the integrals starts to dominate toward larger systems. energies ͑hartrees͒ for hex-3-ene, hex-3-yne, cytosine, 1,1,1-trifluorobutane, phenol , and trans-6-dodecene using a 6-31G ‫ءء‬ basis set. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have restructured our LMRSDCI algorithm and code so that it can be used to provide a correlated wave function description of molecules containing up to 50 heavy atoms. The bottleneck in our previous PAO-based LMRSDCI method involves the construction of the portion of the Hamiltonian matrix-CI vector product that uses the allinternal ͑ij ͉ kl͒ type integrals, as shown in ͑4͒. We were able to reduce the overall cost of our method by more than an order of magnitude, by the following algorithmic changes.
First, the most time-consuming step in our previous approach involved finding CSFs and which match up with the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integral in an integral-driven formulation. To reduce the overhead associated with this step, the process was restructured to follow a configuration-driven approach, i.e., the calculation of the vector components containing allinternal integrals is now driven by the search for ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integrals needed when given a pair of CSFs and . This requires a flexible way of processing the four-indexed ERIs. To facilitate this, two-indexed Cholesky vectors are used to represent the ERIs such that required integrals in the MO basis are built from these Cholesky vectors. Once assembled from these vectors, the two-electron integrals are stored on disk for reuse in subsequent passes. In addition, we simplified our working formalism by switching to an orthogonal set of virtual orbitals so as to obviate the need for contraction with metric matrices. To this end, we replaced the nonorthogonal PAOs with localized, orthogonal virtual orbitals as proposed by Subotnik et al. For the largest molecule in our work, C 50 H 102 , generation of the LOVOs constitutes less than 3% of the total computation time.
The rate limiting steps in our current method are the incomplete CD of the ERI matrix and the subsequent transformation of the Cholesky vectors to the molecular orbital basis, together with assembling the ERIs from these Cholesky vectors for ERIs containing at least two external indices. Unfortunately, incomplete CD is inherently not a linear scaling procedure, since the total number and the maximum rank of the Cholesky vectors both scale with system size. Nevertheless, a parallel implementation of CD, which scales well with system size, has been reported 76 and density fitting schemes may be useful in reducing the current overhead involved during the generation of Cholesky vectors. [71] [72] [73] [74] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] This offers a path forward to even further reductions in cost of LMRSDCI calculations on large molecules.
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APPENDIX: CSF-DRIVEN ALGORITHM TO CONSTRUCT THE VECTOR
We summarize in the following pseudocodes A and B the restructuring of the algorithm carried out to migrate from the original integral-driven scheme to a configuration-driven one during the construction of the vector using ͑ij ͉ kl͒ type integrals. ͕i, j, k, and l͖ are used to index internal orbitals while CSF_ and CSF_ are vectors, representing distinct CSFs. Each vector contains information that specifies the occupation number of individual molecular orbitals along with the spin eigenfunction that together defines a CSF.
In the original scheme ͑A͒, the first step involves the retrieval of ͑ij ͉ kl͒ type integrals subject to numerical screening and local truncation approximations. The integral in turn determines the matching CSF_ and CSF_ which remain to be found. The matching CSF_ and CSF_ may only differ in the distribution of singly occupied internal orbitals ͕i, j, k, and l͖ while the occupation patterns in other molecular orbitals are otherwise constrained to be identical. Once the matching CSFs are found, they are processed along with the ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integral to update the vector. We have found that the constrained search for the matching CSFs such that each has the required occupation pattern in the prefixed indices ͕i, j, k, and l͖ take up the majority of our CPU time and hence the motivation for the switch to a configuration-driven mode to construct the vector.
The alternative scheme ͑B͒ begins with an initial call for an unconstrained search for some CSF_ where no restrictions are placed on the occupation pattern of the internal orbitals. Then it is processed further to locate the number and distribution of singly occupied orbitals in the internal space. For a fixed pair of singly occupied internal orbitals ͑e.g., i and k among the singly occupied orbitals͒ in CSF_, the required CSF_ is built up such that its occupation pattern is identical with CSF_ other than the orbitals ͕i, j, k, and l͖ where ͕j and l͖ are unconstrained orbital indices in the internal space. The required ͑ij ͉ kl͒ integral is then assembled from the relevant Cholesky vectors ͑T ij , T kl ͒ and further written to disk for reuse in later passes. The assembled integral and partner CSFs are then processed to update the vector. 
Pseudocode A
